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This 7,700-square-foot home on the Intracoastal in Boca Raton has been deeded back and forth
between the original owners, two land trusts and another company, as they try to cancel the
homeowners’ mortgage and quiet title. (Richard Graulich/The Palm Beach Post)
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noooooooo, another hatian didn't come up with another scam here in South Florida, couldn't possibly be true...
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I find this article very intriguing to say the least. Something about what the way their doing things is getting under the Judges skin.
Maybe the attorney generals skin. Something must be getting to the heart of the corruption. Not sure I agree with whatever method
they are presenting to the court. However, being someone who tried to stop the crisis in 2008 it peeks my interest with the freezing of
their assets and the frivolous ruling.

Being someone who has went a round with them in my attempt to do right for all American's who has had a valid way to rectify the
whole nightmare they put every American through for trying to have a valid way to rectify financial matters voluntarily I ask where
does the corruption stop?

In my own case I attempted to have a valid way to pay my bills when they decided to steal my home. As nothing was good enough to
get my attorney to represent that I had valid bankers willing to help me pay my bills if given a valid banking product could be
presented to be purchased. 

Now my transactions didn't happen because Citi said one client wasn't spending enough per month to purchase from them. As they
were spending $150,000 a month instead of $3-$4m per month. The other client was willing to purchase the worse possible notes
deficiency balance notes to the tune of $10m-$50m per month. That transaction didn't happen not cause the client didn't qualify but
because once Citi sold the worst possible notes they still wanted to make money on them.

That's like me selling you a car for $5,000 you pay me and I come back to you and say Hey give me $2,000 more. No BUYER will do
such a thing! At any rate my own attorney refused to file an adversary for me in the Bk court so I let my first bk get dismissed. Then
filed another and immediately did another and put in my adversary that I typed and my attorney's. They were ripped out of a federal
record. Poof GONE! (I don't believe in Chp 7 over the way I have to pay!)

SO my next step was a counterclaim in Fed Dist Court here in the East Dist of MO. Where I sued under a 42-1983 and
counterclaimed to sue the Sr. Dist Ct Bk Judge. I requested a Temp Rest Order to stop the sale of my house the Judge ruled in 10
days or and Denied any assistance. So I did a Motion to Vacate Her ruling. Instead of less than 10 days she took 60 and Summarily
Denied everything as "Frivolous". Then another 60 days later she Sua Ponte Disqualified herself and Recused..The next judge
recused as well. Then I say the final judge was as corrupt as the Sr. Dist Court Bk Judge.

Me not being an attorney but one of the top mortgage collectors in the country have had a lot of work to do. Frivolous is filing
something with the intent to harass the court for those that don't know their lingo. Sua Ponte is on her own motion she Disqualified
and Recused. 

The issue I presented is what is above here as I typed. I'm a very honest person and if I was lying to them then by all means jail me.
But I didn't and as everyone has seen the crisis continues. Even though the idea that would rectify the crisis has been approved now
by a Sr. Vp of Finance @ Citi who agrees it would fix the crisis but he has no clue who to take to within Citi to do such.

Then I also got to find out that it doesn't matter that I don't have my own money as I should of inherited millions. But instead I get to
wonder who the hell I really am anymore. As my true identity has been kept from me my whole life by them. As truth be told my great
grand father put his mother down as Katie O'hara as in Gone With The Wind. And I was like NO WAY POSSIBLE! But another family
pic is that of one of the 1st Goldminers in the country who had William C Whitney heavily invested in his gold purchasing
opportunities. Whose grandson just happens to be Jock Whitney who funded GWTW.

I find it very interesting that his mother was Helen Hay the daughter of John Hay Abe's right hand man. I also find it interesting that
my great grandfather went missing in 1946 and was friends with a man named Johnny Coons in doing his "Hollywood Sideshow"
across our country. For those that don't know Johnny Coons father was Carleton Coons. Of the Coon Sanders Nighthawks. The first
Orchestra or novelty Orchestra on the radio and helped fund MCA and CBS. So there are other interesting characters that come out
in this. As they played for Al Capone in Chicago. They also knew all the people who started early Hollywood and the beginning of
music. As MCA was the booking agent for all the Hollywood stars in the early days of America. I have pictures of Will Rogers on set.
Who was friends with the father of country music Jimmie Rodgers and Louis Armstrong. 

Sorry to ramble about it all as I do but it leaves one flabbergasted to understand just how much they keep from all of us.This is the
heart of America. Yet I can't get an attorney to help. So before I post the article below I will put this

http://mortgagefraudclosure.blogspot.com/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2RbFVRRtqIhttp%3A%2F%2Fwww.palmbeachpost.com%2Fnews%2Fbusiness%2Fjudges-lash-
out-at-land-trusts-call-attempts-to-ca%2FnTtf9%2F#cmComments

Louis Armstrong - It's a Wonderful World
www.youtube.com
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Judges lash out at land trusts, call attempts to cancel mortgages
meritless

COMMENT (3)

By Kimberly Miller

Palm Beach Post Staff Writer

A South Florida company that

persuaded scores of troubled Palm

Beach County homeowners to give up

their property deeds is facing more legal

problems as state and federal judges

challenge its plan to help borrowers

beat the bank.

In three recent court decisions, the

firm’s actions were condemned.

Fidelity Land Trust, which was shut

down by the state in September, lost a

key battle in circuit court last week to

unfreeze its operations.

The Jan. 7 order from Broward Circuit

Judge Michael Gates follows a blistering

report issued last month by a federal

magistrate that said the company’s legal

theories attempting to cancel

underwater mortgages are meritless,

frivolous and have “absolutely no

chance of success.” That conclusion was affirmed by a federal judge in a Dec. 27

order.

The company, along with an affiliated firm, the Sunshine State Land Trust, owns

about 84 homes in Palm Beach County, deeded to them by homeowners believing

that they offered a solution to the borrowers’ housing woes. The properties range

from a million-dollar Boca Raton mansion on the Intracoastal Waterway to a

$60,000 condominium west of Florida’s Turnpike.

Statewide, an estimated 250 homeowners signed over their deeds to the trusts,

whose operations were halted in September by the Florida Attorney General’s

Office. The civil complaint brought by the office under Florida’s Deceptive and

Unfair Trade Practices Act said the land trusts wrongfully guaranteed they could

cancel the homeowner’s mortgage, misrepresented that homeowners can void

their mortgage through a quiet title action that purports the land trust is a third-party

buyer, and charged an advance fee before completing foreclosure rescue services.

Defendants have offered various defenses. Some have said Fidelity’s legal theories should be allowed to run their course in

court, not curtailed by the state. At stake are dozens of properties in Fidelity’s possession whose homeowners are in legal

limbo — no longer title owner, and either trying to regain their property or hoping Fidelity still will triumph.

The recent orders, however, reflect disdain for Fidelity’s arguments.

“A state judge has told plaintiff (Fidelity) that its legal theory is meritless; a federal judge has told plaintiff its legal theory is

frivolous; and the Florida Attorney General has obtained injunctive relief against plaintiff,” wrote federal District Judge Roy

Dalton in the Dec. 27 order. “Yet even in its objection, plaintiff clings to the notion that its claims have merit. They do not.”

Dalton also warned Fidelity’s attorney, Boca Raton-based Howard Feinmel, that if he continued to prosecute claims based on

the theories presented, he may be referred to a grievance committee. A message left at Feinmel’s office was not returned.

Fidelity’s business model, according to the state’s complaint, is to have homeowners deed their properties to the trust, which

then, as the new owner, sues the bank to cancel the mortgage. The idea is if the mortgage was recorded originally, then

assigned to another lender without the transfer being recorded, it is not enforceable against Fidelity, which as a third-party

purchaser did not know who the new lender was.

The Broward court order by Judge Gates says Fidelity Land Trust was organized in December 2011 by Parkland resident

Edward Cherry, using a fictitious name.

In a June article about Fidelity, The Palm Beach Post tied Cherry to the company through his registered fictitious name

Edward C. Tudor.

Cherry, who is not an attorney, was permanently barred in a 2009 consent judgment by Florida’s attorney general from dealing

in consumer debt-settlement services after a state investigation concluded companies he was involved with “diverted millions

of dollars to themselves and a coterie of families and associates.”

Gates’ order denying a request to cancel the state’s asset freeze was in response to a motion by defendant Paul Gellenbeck,

who says he is Fidelity’s director of operations. Gellenbeck maintains there are actually two Fidelity companies — Fidelity

South, which he runs, and Fidelity North, run by defendant Lawrence Diodato.

Gellenbeck protested the attorney general’s “shotgun approach,” which lumped all defendants and 12 companies together in

one complaint. He said his firm is not a foreclosure rescue company and that he never promised he could cancel a client’s

mortgage.

Outside companies referred clients to Fidelity, Gellenbeck said. When he learned of inappropriate statements or promises, he

asked the companies to correct them.

Also, Fidelity has deeded back several homes to clients who were either unhappy with its service or who the company could

not help, a claim supported by county property records.

But the arguments weren’t enough to sway Gates, who wrote, “Despite the established principles of law, Fidelity has misled

numerous consumers within Florida since 2011.”

At least 15 lawsuits filed in Florida by Fidelity were moved to federal court by banks. In the majority of cases, Fidelity

requested a voluntary dismissal soon after the case was moved. In at least four lawsuits, lenders asked the court to sanction

Fidelity and force it to pay attorney fees for filing frivolous cases.

Cherry said in an email last week that the arguments have legal merit and that it wasn’t Fidelity but its attorneys who made the

“independent legal decision to dismiss the cases removed to federal court.”

“I wonder why the judiciary will not entertain any legal theory contrary to the position of the banks,” said Cherry, who was not

allowed to submit objections in one of the cases.

Indeed, in a case where Fidelity unsuccessfully tried to cancel a mortgage in Orlando, the judge urged sanctions against the

firm.

“There was no plausible basis in law for the filing of this action, which any competent, professional attorney would have known

by reading the statutes,” wrote U.S. Magistrate Thomas Smith in a December report that recommended Fidelity be forced to

pay some bank attorney fees.

Royal Palm Beach-based defense attorney Tom Ice, who tangled with Fidelity to retrieve a client’s deed, said he thinks it will

be hard to recover from such sternly worded judicial decisions.

“Faced with this scathing order from a federal judge,” Ice said, “I would definitely have second thoughts about moving

forward.”

The Palm Beach Post was the first news organization to bring attention to the controversial practice of transferring a deed and then asking a court to

cancel the property’s mortgage.

Three recent court decisions have gone against the land trust.

Jan. 7: Broward County Circuit Judge Michael Gates denied Fidelity’s request to dissolve the attorney general’s injunction that froze its assets, saying the

company’s claims are “false, and deceptively and/or unfairly mislead consumers and are contrary to the established law of Florida.”

Dec. 27: U.S. District Judge Roy B. Dalton, of the Middle District of Florida, sanctioned Fidelity Land Trust by requiring it to pay partial attorney fees to the

bank it sued trying to cancel an Orlando mortgage. Fidelity voluntarily dismissed its lawsuit 14 days after the bank moved it to federal court. According to

Dalton: “(Fidelity) is aware that its claims have no merit. Its business model, however, does not rely on the ability to prevail on the merits. Rather, plaintiff

appears to be in the business of delaying lawful foreclosures.”

Dec. 4: U.S. Magistrate Thomas Smith, in the same case involving the Orlando home, wrote in a report that Fidelity brought a “totally meritless” lawsuit

against the bank, the real motivation of which was to “further a plan or scheme to defraud the (homeowner) and other consumers.”
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